Season 2021

ZYCLE
Passion for sport & fitness
The finest technology to bring your training & workouts alive
ZYCLE is revolutionising the cycling and home training markets with its range of
connected equipment. Our technical expertise and R&D has allowed us to create
turbo trainers and a smartbike of the highest quality.

Compatibilty
with simulators
Train with the best simulators on the market with ZYCLE!
.
Our turbo trainer and bike are designed to get the most out of your indoor training.
Automatic resistance adjustment will provide you with the most realistic experience
and unmatched reliability in power, speed and cadence data, connected with
the most popular indoor cycling applications on the market.

Smart ZPro
The best smart trainer on the market
The new calibration system provides greater accuracy and power data estimation
(+ or – 3%). The trainer connects with the best app simulators on the market to
provide an incredible user experience

Power estimation
± 3%

Wireless ANT +
FE-C & BLE FTMS

Magnetic
resistance

Power
1.200 watts

Plug and Play

Wheel friendly
(20”- 29”)

Very quiet
Its magnetic resistance system and its ventilation system
make this roller one of the quietest on the market.

Extreme terrain simulation
With smart resistance control.

What’s in the box…

Super stable
The ZPro’s telescopic legs offer greater stability during training

Professional performance for all audiences
Experience a more realistic training feeling,
beating most high-end trainers.

Front wheel support, AC Adaptor, Instructions
quick release 9 mm, Premium subscription.

Compatible with the
most popular indoor
fitness platforms
Bkool Fitness

Kynomaps

Bestcycling Life

Smart ZBike
The most advanced & connected indoor cycling bikes
Perfect for both cycling and fitness training, thanks to its reliable & accurate power estimation
complete with integrated electronic gear shifting.

Magnetic
resistance

Power
1.500 Watts

Extremely
quiet

Cycling
& Fitness

Wireless ANT +
FE-C & Bluetooth FTMS

Innovate gear
shifting

Extremely quiet
Its Poly-V Belt and advanced mechanical transmission system make
the ZBike one of the quietest indoor training cycles on the market.

Hybrid use
Ride your favourite routes or train with the some of the
best indoor cycling sessions coached by some of the
best instructors. The ZBike makes anything possible’

Pedaling sensations
Quality information
By using a 14kg flywheel with a 450mm diameter, the user experiences The calibration accuracy provides the user with power data
an incredible ‘feel’ & connection with the smartbike.
with a range of + or – 3%, complete with speed and
cadence information in real time.

What’s in the box…

Premium subscription, A/C powerr, mobile support, instructions
and tools for assembly.

The perfect position
The V-shape design means that the ZBike fits anyone
between 160cm (5’3”) and 195cm (6’5”) tall, by simply
adjusting the saddle height, handlebar height and reach.

Innovative
gear shifting

Further micro adjustments on the stem and seat post
allow for more precise adjustments.

The ZBike handlebar has two built-in

Combo pedals

buttons to allow you to easily shift gears
and adjust the resistance at any time.

The ZBike comes with mixed use pedals as

.
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standard meaning you can cycle with either
training shoes or with SPD clips.
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Built-in USB charger
Next to the handlebar connector you
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will find a USB socket for charging
your smartphone or tablet during
your training session.

Optimized Q factor
A narrow Q factor, at just 188mm ensures smoother
pedalling, improved alignment and greater overall
comfort whilst riding.

Features
Smart ZBike
Resistance

Friction free magnetic braking system

Power

850 W at 90 rpm / 1,500 W at 120 rpm

Communications:

Wireless ANT+ and Bluetooth FTMS

Drivetrain

Completely silent poly-V belt

Q Factor

188mm

Weight

50 kg – compact & stable

Fly-wheel

450mm diameter/14 kg weight

Firmware

Updated wirelessly via the App

Data readings

Power, cadence & speed in real-time

Assembly

One person, super fast

User Size

Inseam length (from 67 cm to 85 cm)

Warranty

2 years

Handlebars

Built-in buttons for electronic gear shifting

Compatible
ZYCLE products are compatible with other simulators via
ANT + FE-C and / or Bluetooth Smart.

ZYCLE App
Discover the new ZYCLE App where you can immerse yourself in a world of possibilities and get
the best utilities of your ZYCLE

IOS

Android

Immerse in the ZYCLE world

Always with you

Register in the application to keep up to date with all our

Find all the advice, training

news, tips, promotions, training ... also through the application

or questions through the App.

you can register the guarantee of your product and you will

You can contact us directly with any

receive free subscription codes to lot of platforms

questions and expand your knowledge

and training software.

on how to get the most out of your ZYCLE.

Your ZYCLE always
updated
Through the App you can find out about the latest
firmware upgrade versions for your product
and update it through the application.

Thru Axel 12 mm x 142 mm

Training mat ZYCLE

Accesorios
USB ANT+

AC Adaptor
AC Adaptor. Compatible with ZPro y ZBike.

ZPower
Train where you want, when you want and
with whoever you want.
The ZPower battery is designed to be able to use your ZYCLE without having
to be connected to the electrical current.

Plug & Play.
Once the battery is charged, you just have to
connect your ZPro or ZBike trainer to the battery
Plug and Play

Duration
from 5h a 10h

Compatible with
ZPro and ZBike

to start training.

Universal.
Inside the box you will find the power cable
compatible with the ZPro trainer and ZBike
Smart Bike.
To recharge the ZPower battery you must
use the power supply that comes with
your ZPro / ZBike.

Versatile.
You can do your workouts with the ZPower
battery while the battery is recharging.

The latest technology for your workouts

